
EPILOGUE.

It might be thought that, at the end of this

long book, the long,-suffering reader was entitled to a concludinG

summary. For mc'.ny matters have been treated in isolation; others

have been handled in a series of disparate contexts; still others

have been partly developed but left unfinished.

',rot if the Justice of the claim is not to be

disputed, the difficulty of	 meeting it is not to be

overlooked. Ls was stated in the Introduction, this work is

written from a moving viewpoint. Successive contexts have been

formed only to provide the base and the need for forming a further, 	F^;

fuller context; and, as is clear from our final chapter, even

several hundred pages have not brow ht us to the end of the

process. If I have written as a humanist, as one dominated

by the desire not only to understand but also, through

understanding understanding, to reach a grasp of the main lines

of all there is to b- understood, still the very shape of things

as they is are has compell -d me to end with a ouostion at once

too basic and too detailed to admit a brief answer. The

self-appropriation of one's own intellectual and rational

self-consciousness begins as co iational theory, expands into

a metaphysics and an ethics, mounts to a conception and an

affirmation of God, only to be confronted with a problem of

evil that demands the traa s i ormat ion of self-reliant intelli ;ence

into an inteilectus quaerens fidem. Only at the term of that

search for faith, for the new and hi41her collaboration of minds

that has God as its author and its guide, could the desired

summary and completion be undertaken; and then, I believe, it
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would prove to be, not some brief appendage to the present

work, but the inception of a far larger one.

So it is that I an. forced to be content with

the inner logic of the plan with which I began. From a

succession of lower contexts there was gradually to emerge

an up er context. The lower contexts were to be .subject to

further additions and to indefinite revisions. The uper

context was to be constituted 1) by the invariant structures

of experiencing, inquiring, and reflecting, 2) by the conse-

cuent , Y6ts isomorphic structures of all there is to be known

of the universe of proportionate being, 3) by the fuller .

invariant structure that adds reasonable choice and action

to in tells gent and reasonable knowing, 4)' by the profounder

structure of knowing and known to be reached by acknowledging

the full significance of the detached, disinterested, unrest/Acted

desire to know, and 5) by the structure of the process in

which the existential situation sets, human intelli- :ence the

problem of rising above its native resources and seeking the

divine solution to man's incapacity for sustained developiient.

Still if the inner logic of this work is a

process that admits no concluding summary, it is possible to

view that process, not in itself, but in its ulterior signi-

ficance, and to ask whether it has any contributions to offer

to the higher collaboration which it has envisaged and to

which it leads. To this nucstion the remaining paragraphs

of this Epilogue will be devoted and, as the reader already

has surmised, they will be written, not from the moving

viewpoint whose exigences, I trust, I have been observing

honestly and sincerely, but from the terminal viewpoint of

a believer, a Catholic and, it happens, a professor to of

.. .,,._fĴ
C^	 ©
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docraatic theology.

First, then, there is a contribution to the

Introduction to The olocy or, as more c om:lonly it hap is named,

to Apolocetics. Tho Catholic admits neither the excl'.lsive

rationalism of the r.nli htonroent nor, on the other hand,

the various irrationalist tendencies t y:t can be traced from

the medieval ooriod t'1r0uL1 the aeformntion to their sharp
ILiorka aa.rd's

manifestation in n4-1 -k,rees.A54n '54	 reaction to Elegelianism and

in contour oora.ry dialectical and e.:istentiali: t trends. But

this twofold necation involves a positive con aitaent. If one

is not to affirm r anon at the e:c nse of faith or faith at
both

the e::TJense of re^.son, one is called upon to -oro , uce a synthesis

that unites two orders of truth and to Give evidence of a

successful symbiosis of two rrinciples of 	 . Clearly

this positive commitment cces beyond the assertion that

irneli"ious r-tionalism and. iprationalist ,'eli -iosity are not

I	 - ^ ,	 r	 that exde a, third possibility. For therethe COi.t,i':...C^iC t,O_ 1es 	 clu^.,1

is a broad jump from a to ic ,a.l possibility to a concreteo achieve-

meat, ald. there would be an unpp7Oasant aubi ulity to an assertion

of principle that was not coupled with the evidence of fact.

But if Catholics have endeavored to esta ilisn

the synti.1osis of t'1ie objects and t'1 .? sy:ibiOsis of the priacip` _es

of reason and faith, it also is true that their effort has been

er,ibarrassed continually by the instability of the pronouncements
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of scientific reason. From the nature of the case the initiative

seemed ire rmanently in the hands of those that invoked science

against roli,ion and, if it mattered little to them that at

any given moment tho issue 1,^.d shifted from physics to Semitic

litera 1nure, from Semitic literature to biology, from biology

to economics, or from economics to del : th psycholo"y, the

defenders ;Tore left in the unenviablo -eosition of always arriving

on the scene a little breathlessly and a little late.

Now inasmuch as the4 ui ficulty has
suyele

arisen from an insuffic:L ently	 and detailed co:nit,ional

theory, a remedy may be not too far distant. For if we have

begun with a complete deference to Lie positive element in

rationalism, we have had no dil icuity in ending with a reversal

of its op )osit.ion between the eriSences of intelligence and

the claims of relic;ion. Again, :chile we h' ve stressed the

do facto limitations of purely human development, -re have been

so far from making any concession to irrationalism that the

se' f-transcendence of man in the final chapter has the same type of

structure as empirical science and, indeed, a struc•t , Ire that

reveals how one may cut short the Anvesti _rations that, in

his ConcludinM Unscientific Postscri?et, Kierkegaard arcued

to be ie, terninably long. Finally, so_aethi:,g has been done

to redress the balance of the initiative in the alleged

conflicts between science and religion. For our sl_e tch of

metaphysics makes it the invnri ant form for which the sciences

provide the variable matter, and our dialectical analysis

provides a technique that sfstenatica ?ly	 l:._ 

discriminates between the genuine discoveries that science

ever brings forth and the counter-positions in which they

may hap en to be formulated,
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In the second place, there is a contribution to

the method of theolocy and, thouji this contribution is remote,

it may e prove to be , _one the less fruitful.

For the opt osi'tion th^.t has been worked out

between Positions ana counter-;nosition_s possesses a threefold

Ie1':1ificance. It lays bare the roots of the revolt of pietists

and modernists a` a_+.nct Rio a, for as the philosophic counter-

positions appeal  to 	 e:: oerience E en" rally against the

" es" of rational consciousness, so they appeal to religious

experience against the "Yes" of articulate faith. Secondly,

the same dialectical technique b;lt cuts ;:_ori't	 di . .utcd

questions of metaphysicians at lc:a.st indirectly .rill contribute

to the systematic demise of not a few disputed questions of

theologians. Fina- .ly, the clarification we have effected of

the pole of undorsta_iding in knowledge recalls to :find the

impressive statements of the Vatican Council on the role

of and e "'sto'cc  inn in faith; and a firm Grasp of ;chat it is to

understand can hardly fail to romote the limited but most

fruitful understanding of the Christian mysteries that results

both from the analocy of nature and from the inner coherence

of the mysteries themselves.

To 1110 70 to more technical matters, there ilso

has been worl_ed. out what seems to me a very relevant distinction

between the more detailed metaphysics of proportionate being

and the generalities that alone are availablewn other

possible worlds and, on supern^,tural ele ments in this world.

Forf on the one hand, this distinction allows the theologian

to elaborate his understanding of this world without undertaking
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to offer an explanatory account of other worlds. On the other

hand, it reveals that the theologian is under no necessity

of reducing; to the _netaphysical elements, which suffice for

an account of this world, such supernatural realities as the
Int•i el l in

Incarnation, tie F^h r r of the Holy Spirit, and the
^

Beatific Vision.

Again, a reasoned answer is provided for the

question whether there can be more than one true metaphysics.

In its contemporary presentation the Question

arises from the analogy of mathematics. To cite but one of

a number of examples that kept mu lti plying until mathematicians

grew tired of the atlevnve414 novelty, the pat, .ern of relations

constitutive of the t:i oretical content of kt .11 Euclidean

geometry was formulated with complete 1o_ical riTor, first,

by Hilbert in terms of "point," "line," and "between," and

then by Huntington in terms of "sphere" and "inclusion."

Hence, it is arced that, since the same geometry admits

different yet equivalent conceptualizations and expressions,

there is no reason to expect the conceptualization of the

true metaphysics to be unioue. Further, in confirmation,

it is pointed out that a metaphysics in terms of potency,

form, and act is indigenous to Mediterranean and Western

thought; but is it not to be ex.eected that, once we overcome

the parochialism of our outlook and come to understand the

itladthltAkv , mentality of the East, then we shall have to acknow-

ledge a plurality of different yet true and so equivalent

metaphysics? Finally, it may be contended that in an

ont ologically structured metaphysics the ultimate causa

essendi,, in terms of which all else is explained, is God;

but accord incng to Aouinas we know that God is and what he is not;

0
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we do not know positively what God is; and so we do not know

how many different positive aspects of the ultimate causa

essendi can provide a conmiete account of whatever else is.

I do not believe th at this question can be

answered by appealins to the Yr ,inciple of co :.trad.iction.

Those that envisage the possibJ.ity of a plurality of meta-

physics do not envisa Ge the possibility of contradictory

per propositions being both true,. On the contrary, their

point is that each of the several metaphysics iii ild have its

own distinct set of basic terms so that contradiction would

be impossible.

Again, I do not believe that an answer to the

question is independent of the .,revise _manner in which
ha evens

metaphysics pliervegit to be conceived. But I •,rouJ .d contend that

the conception of metaphysics that has been i:ipl rented in

the present work yields unique results. For potency, form,

and act have b-en defined, net solely by their relations to

one another, but also by their relations to human knowing.

The arvjnent is that 1) if a _a - vn is in the intellectual

pattern of experience and 2) if he is knowing an o J ject :rather

the doma.iin of proFoortio	 being, then his knowing will

consis :. in expei''i9 Ci_1Ē > i'Je: ' .	 ^;, -n(1 judu! f_ g, and

the knor, n. \rill be a c om.pound of potency, form, eaif act,

where potency, form, and act are related as the e. '. Je_denced,

the understood, and the affirmed, and where- they pose ess no

moaning other than what has to be presupposed if there is

ir_c a ry, what is known inasmuch as there is Lueders tan? .ing,

and what is known i ^.smuch as jud,ent results from a grasp

of the virtually unconC itioned. The only =nevi in ;which

this bay is Lilco, erg could be modified, would be to modify its
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factual supposition that knowinE consists in experiencing,

st 	', u and 	r;	 .	 has per	 •a ,^•	 Y 1un e^ u +_w=1^^..1t,, ^.nd jud r,ihlg, and it ^i^,s L, :n ^. z ^^z; d that that

fact is not o  -:-en to revision in any concrete mea_ling of the

terra, revision. • For any human - oviser mould a--D_ -;a.l to
e:c,.erience, u1nderstan ric, and juluaent; and there is no use

arGuinG thyt men mi lzt be other than they are, because it is

equally true that the universe raiGlht be of ier than it is and

the issue lies, not in the possibility of a different letaphysics

in a dial f rent universe, but in the possibilitylity of a different

r eta_hysi.cs in this universe.

hence, Z do not rind the Liathe':iatica l analogy

compelling. What that a halogy e s abli sties is that the sane

field of abstract relations can be deduced from different

initial sets of definitions and postulates. But the totality

of fields of e::pla,la t ry relations is included under our

si z;le term, form. Moreover, too triad, potency, form,  and

act, is not an arbitrary triad; it has the intrinsic unityy
of 1) what i squiring int el i _ one e must l^resup :o se, 2) what

r'1	 and	 i 	 it d e 7	 '	 r i a t d. Grasps.it ^ grasps,.cps,	 i_^ ^	 •rlia,^ i^ a^ ^ia,.nas of tr_- .^ it ^^ ^.,,pe.

Finally, the basic theorprl of potency, form, and act, is

not a starting-point to be expanded deductively but a nucleus

to be enriched by recurrences of the same basic Procedure; so

one advances from potency, form, and act, to the distinction

between central and conjugate forms, to the relations between

successive levels of con juG. tes, and to the theory of development.

Again, the argument from the cultu_al differences

of East and West does not seem to touch our position. For

while those differences are rrofounld and manifest, they are

net differences that lie within the intellectual ;:attern of

e:c^-erience. A man can unfold his detached, disinterested,
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unrestricted desire to ? .now by asking and answering questions,

and then. he operates in the intellectual pattern of experience;

again, he can r.:flcct that asl:ing questions can never lead to

more 'titan ; ere answers, that his 1._-te1lectual desire demaLlds

more thin mere answers, and then he will endeavor to enter into

the mystical pattern of experience. Both oro cedures have the

same on n n,in and both have the sane ultimate goal. Both yield

their different and basically equivalent accotnts of ultimate

reality. But both do not yield a metaphyoics in v '4 ,

the sense in which , t,,alohysics has been conceived in this

work; for metaphysics, as it has been conceived, arises in

the int 7.1.E dual oa.t Lean of ex -col. l . ence and, when an Easterner

inquires and understands, reflects and judges, he performs the

same operations as a Westerner.

Fina'l ly, it is true that the human mind cannot

plumb the reality of God, and so it cannot exclude the possibility

of a plurality of aspects of God crounding a plurality of

different but equivalent metaphysics. But it is not true

that any nian ever intcl1i` . ently conceived and reasonably affirmed

a metaphysics that r	 assigned the cat.= essendi and

excluded. the cause. co ; - noscendi. And it is not true that

advertence to the Cauca cornoscendi hermits a plurality of.

equivalent metaphysics. The reasons for the last assertion

have been iven above. The reasons for the second last assertion

can be alopaecia.ted bettor now than when they first were indicated

in the Introduction. For an ontologically structured metaphysics
our

is known; Lnowing con s ists in experiencing, understanding, and

judging; and judging emerges in rational consciousness inasmuch

as a necessary and su 'ici-nt reason for making the judgment,

i.e., a causa corznoscendi, is grasped; finally, while God is
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logically and ontologically first in an ontologically structived

metaphysics, God is not logically first in our 1:nowled;e of that

islet^ ihysics.

Closely related to the c,1ie stion of th e -Ltn3city

of neta -1lysies, is the question of laNtkIrtnLife'(,adxl dx` l-r

changeless concepts. It is an enormous issue but, perna?as,

we may claim to 'awe provided a basis from whilch a solution ,

p-roportion ,.te to the cor.;ple::3.ty of the problem, may be developed.

In any case .the following -noints may be noted towards the

formulatic)n of a first a_ Dro a: -im.a.tion.

2kL-73-^tha:a^; _71	 .

aoxiv
Inas:lucil as th ere is chance in the thiri s that

are conceived, there is necessitated a c:nv.nge from earlier to

later concepts the concerts are correct and 2) if they

are coni letely accurate. But it is not to be thou ght that all

concepts aim at complete accuracy. Thus, the motor-cars of

1953 differ `gea.tly from nose of 1913, but the differences lie

in the manner in which the same function of transpottati on is

•	 • i	 i c .^- r /

fulfilled. Attention to the manner leads to an affirmation

of conce;-tu^.1 variation; but e.tteAion to the function leads

to an c.i "iraation of conceptual cox,stancy .

A3a in, thin gs may not change, but man s under-

standing of them may develop. Now a chine of 1.u -lders to old ins

rO,
*
	'1.3`	 °

	

involves a change inconccs'fti.on, for the colnce 	 may be defined

as an expression of the content of the wl'.erst ^.ning. Yet

here there is an important distinction between heuristic

and explanatory concepts. Fire was conceived by AristotLe

as an element, by Laveisier's predecessors as a rnmif est .tior_

E  
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of l n̂lociston, and by later chemists as a type of o::ydization.

3ut thouch the explanations differed, tilo obs oct to be o•:.>>la; ne ā

was conceived uniformly as the "r^.a.tu e of" a fai:liliT.r phenomenon;

and without this uniformity it wo -,Ild be iilco'.'r'_:ct	 G".;; that
rw,w..,tr a...oG

Aristotle had an incorrect reelacy explanation  of :1112.tn}
?e ;.1:,'Li:.. by

fire.

Aca in, uhi] o the i'entity of the heuristic

concept forms the urlifyirhc _ r:tci.rle in a series of successive

erbla!na.tions, still there can be a develop::l -nt in heu:°isti c

concerts th q:zsel.ves. Thus, the discovery of the siLlzif:.cance

of meo,surerent led to a shift from the vaUl.ze "rhatm'e of..."

the	 ,,,	 „	 ►t,	 , ,^,_ 	 t ._ ^	 ^	 ,^ .	 ,,.	 ,,	 Itto tne precise	 l^-1c_,^,^.^er^niiii ,

. .u ^. .^unc^oi,^.h to be d^tor:.lir:^d.

Further, cla.s:.ical i:tcthod has ben co;l -̂ le.,aented by statistical,

and both », . y be coiiiDleraented by corle' ic a.rhd by dialectical

methods, Still these ch<:.r_ces are not radical. As t' :h .- very

r^,^.ne, ,ae thod, su ,_;:ests, VArc they are not determinations of

a new coal but determin ,tLol? s of a new procedure or teG1ni cue

, 	 tae 	^.	 ^.,for rt'':c:.hin^ ^^he coal^^ : _c.^ ^.lrerdy S^ra s envisa ^ed, ^:?ouG1 hardly

attained, uhen men referred to Vilnt was to be :mown by unf .er-

	

the II	 r.	 r	 11str^..'Cidi lc as 	 lh^^.^1^::.'e o! .. ..

Ac^.irh, as t_31.0 is a de'i elol.::1s2'1t in heuristic

structures, so also there is a development in explicit

metaphysics., ?'hus, i:f I a.cr ce with Aristotle that potency,

form, and act are related as eye, si`ht, and seei thc, I also

ar -roe with Aclui.las who ar.', .cled to Aristotle's metaphysical

elements tA!3 stli)s cr.n '':,i:.l act of esse or existence. Further,

a.cs='ee?nheF'_t 	 Aouina s on the - )?.sic ele_aents does not 'j:reClude

a develo;:hment of his t'aour -ht to _orovide a Lleta,,hysical analysis

of explanatory c- era and s pecies and of development itself.
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But besides e xplicit metaphysics, there is the latent metarlTsics

t 7 t is i iliil•`',nent and operative in all humann minds and that

yields ulifrm conceptions not only ';then the process of conceiving

is not explained but e7en when it is e cplr.insd mistakenly;

Thus, I believe that Parmenic es and Plato, Aristotle and

Avicenna, Scotus and I-Iegel,x were mistaken in their forinulati..orLs

of the n,Aion of being; but I do not believe that such m is taL er.

fors ulaticns have the porror of changin` the structure of one 1 5

mind; nor do I suplpoBe it would be di ,fic alt to show how- the

writin`;s of those t' ini ,:ors reveal an wvar ci'.ess of the o;bJe-cti.ve

of the detached., disinterested, unrestricted desire to 1onc>w.

Again, I have based the notion of the thLa-IG upon a grasp of

unity and identity in data as individual;  but tlourti I ant not

aware that anyone else has ex ressed the patter in _,rec sely-

this fa.;hion, I would be prepared to cont 	 that their s':ioatameous

use of the notion of thing satisfied my s ccount.

Finally, though there is c latent metaphysics

sermon. to all minds, there also is common a variable ante-^fore ice

with the DroiDer functioning of the pure D=esire to know and.,

conseruently, there also is common a distortion of the latent

:letap`hysics. So it is that the -::̂hiloso hia i enennis is f oar i:e d

by no less perennial counter-philosophies. But as the d.et.ac hed,,

disinterested, unrestricted desire to know is a constant,

so too are the principles that interfere with its unfolding.
variance

However much at vtim414444.41 with one another positions and

count er-positions may be, a dialectical aiu.^lysis, based upon

a sufficiently Vol accurate cognitionaL theory, can proceed
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to a universal viewpoint that embraces at once 1) the positions

in the contemporary stage of their development, 2) the To eitions

at each prior state of their develorment, 3) and the successive

counter-positions of the »o.st and Present with their essential

incoherence with the claim that they are Grasped intell i6ently

and of 2 irnied reasonably.

In brief, concepts chance inasmuch as thin s

ch-.nCe, inasmuch as human uncle sten :- inC develops, and inasmuch

as that development is f oraulated coherently or incoheror_tly.

But behind every chin ,e thole is an un erlyinC unity, and that

unity may be formulated explicitly on the level of heurbistic

anticipation or of consciously aclopted method or of a aia.lectical

metaiDhysics. Hence it follows that chances in conceptualization

do not imply any ultimate multiplicity and that behind any

c :encoetual variation tiisre is a co n ceptual constant that can be

formulated from a universal viewooint. Finally, while the

notion of the universal vio`rro'_nt was worl_ed out on the level

of a dialectical metaphysics of proportionate beinC, it is to be_ .

born in And that it recei v-s further determinations from

our final chaptcrs on transcendent h owledce. For ieueral

transcendent knowledCe is concerned with the ultimate co__di t1ori

of the possibility of the Positions, and special

transcendent kno' ,;led e is concerned with the de facto condition

of the possibility of man's fidelity to the positions.

There is still another manner iii which the

present work may be constLu d as a remote contribution to

the method of theolo{;y. For in successive stater lnts the

Vatican Council, insisted 1) that

divine revelation was to be retarded, not as a human invention

to be perfected by hu man incenuity, but as a permanent deposit
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&S!?l confided to the Church and by the Church. to be pre ser -ved

and defended, and 2) that every s roup and every period El ho -u1d

advance in the uhh^.eh'sta.'ndir_c, :'_h_o',rled,se, and -wisdom, by tThich

the same doctrine w ith the s ome mc'aillG -r^.s to be o.y.prel -,ori.1ed

over more sully. Tow this affirmation of i(lent_ty not onl;/

in difference but also in development confrs a relevance

both on our analysis of development and on our discussion of

the truth of inter -c,ret^,tion.

I	 y ,,, . .	 • . . -	 •
a 	 : r•

"	 _	 _ t' ► _	 '?=1."•^':LC 7.^d^ ̂ erm3 i^^.cy ū specific : ?'i ec^,i

n^.n:luch ^.	 1I_ her co- ^ te forms '^:?:, ^. -^C3.th 	 ol^ror co' c i:U	
^û ^	 ^ ^

iv,.ni foaas led t o7c(-::er^.'tions ^ lx^ t^, t' ^:^for:ned	 •10 7;1e

^^? 1 _ C^ 1<' ā Ūl_ • I rao y'L e d   

10
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For the discussion of i 1t^rpretaLion envi.sc.ged

1) initial statements addressed to particular audiences,

2) their .	 successive recasti:_L' for seT._a.ences of

other particular n.u:".iencos, 3) the ascent to a uni ver.s2.l

viewpoint to e..Tress the initial st7.te:ncnts	 .=% form accessible

to any sufficiently cult7.ired ^.udie'_hc e , . ., :c, 'r)	 c.c.:7=t try

unification from the miversal vievooi.nt of the initial.

statements 	 i n	 ^^'	 n	 o	 ^ 1rn^._ all t^^^:^^^^^ .L^^secrent re-e_.^;ii e,̀. sions. But

isomorphic with this inter_ } .etati ve 7)rocess, there is the

Catholic fact of 1) an i::'.tl.al divine revelation, 2) the vork

of teachers and prewchers communicating and applying the

':..̂M%-1*& !:: ess^.be to a succession of different aud.i.el? ces, .

3) the 1,rori,c of the speculative theol ociaiz see l_inC a u_ni ,_-ersal

formulation of the truths of faith, and 4) the work of the

h:i.sto rical theolocian revealinc the doctrinal identity 5..n

the verbal and conceptual differences of 1), 2) , and 3).

•
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;T:hile t:li s parallel is not to be pushed in

any O. Priori .ta-nnor, it does erve to bri2:L; to`et_'.oi"' within a

siilfle frame of r.cfei'enCe a la.r;7e nu;';:)er o f otb%S. itIat otherwise

of 	" 	 ^tnZrnl.^.':.ed 2 . sy^ect" o;^ t^ : C'.?.^.i101 . :i.c T^o;: l.i; -iort.	 ^s true inter-E::

7,7:'et ^.tiolhs, so also Catholic tLl•cilil'.(; presents the same doctrine

and the same i:ieanins throc1 a e_ ivo ī'sitJ of conceptuo.li ati,,Ys

and (sNI,T4e9coa e:rpression .s. As true inter -: T-;to,tion	 to soluzt
to a un'.v,rs-.l vi. -_wpoint, so the Church t^.?:'oa advantage of

the philo^o -)hia ,oerennis	 i's e::pansion into a speculative

tlheoloEy. As there is a difference between inter :rete •,tions

ada•ptee_ to particular az - ience: ol• :,-)articula,l' times and the

i "̂tei' ī'etation from tlle uai -rf.r•3al ^ri^^-
,-

',^oint, so e .lso t,_c Church
au^_ ,oi , ^ .'„^.i4. 	 , e^.th ^

di^;tin4113.shcS between^` 'Jron011Y?c0':' nts that call for
..	 -

s1J.br.lission 	 C.e:fi 'iti yG ;i'Ohounce:!e_ :W s that the

Oftmt Chltrch itself c',.__not coihtra.l . ct.

^ r,	 f.: ^	 n.,, -,. ,,n^. ^. ^ ^ n -T ' n based simplŷ historical  ^.^ iit ,^o^_•ical int^a. 	 ^.^.^ O1_ :_l^-,,; r^ 	 ;^"„ed ,.3.r, ^^ly orl a 

sense or my	 ate In t^^^0 li:s,?t of ti":o universal v'IeZtCk'._11t,

so too the non-tileol0ic2.1 t^r :1'eter may recapture the
fori'

;ae.atc.lity	 which the books of t he Old and 1:3W Testa::lent

were e o. i. .t. 	 ^.t '	 o	 '., 1. of the	 t' 	in which	
^,	 t arose,'T^1 e Ti ^: Ue11 Oi.  the ^Li.i i ^ 0':. ^:.G'' £l^e 	 ^Z Z^-__C h 8. 11'"°rG3,% 4.I'O.^e

and was condemned,  but the th^OlOcicG.l in ; erpreter has to

0 ";r,,.;`ĉ̂ .t0 frOr:? the firmer and broader b ase that includes the

t:20olosic`'.11y transformed . Luhi:'orsal viet'Tpol.11t! and so it is

that in N.--^ ^ 	h'--- a pre-eminent and unicue manner the
	•  d.....^^.o.^ ^•^ o,.oc ^	 can be,

A
	technical thesis of the domatic th3olocian fi-s, the true

1.._tCret.^...t7.on of Scriptural  texts, patristic teaching,

and traditiona l utterances.

C
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If the parallel with the interpretative process

emphasizes ic .entity and continuity, there also is development,
be	 e pilo eue .

though its coraplo:±ty c^r_ no more t__an s?_etched in an1e .

In General, development occurs inasmuch as
higher conjugate forms not only inteGrate their un'orlying

manifold but also through. conjugate acts so transform it as

to call forth the ne::t hLGhher forms of the process.

In man, there are three levels of development,

namely, the biological, the _psychic, and the intellectual.
So one may consider 1) any level in itself, 2) any l evel in

its relations to other levels, 3) the harmonious or conflictinS

process of developm ent on all levels in any individual, and 4)

the cumulative, historical process of development in a multi-

plicity and succession of individuals. Clearly, the 'l
only complete consideration is the fourth.

The advent of the absolutely supernatural solution

to man's problem of evil adds to man's bioloGical, psychic,

and intellectual levels of development a fourth level that

includes the hi, here con jt it to forms of faith, hIpe, and

charity. It follows that now the four considerations regard

not three but four levels of development.

Considered in themselves, faith, hope, and

charity COrIMAA constitute an absolutely supernatural livin6

that advances toem rds an absolutely supernatural oWil goal

uz e r the action of divine Grace.

Considered in their relation to other buma.n

intellectual and volitional activities, 1) they are anticipated

inasmuch as rational self-consciousness adverts to its need

for the divine solution of its problem of evil, 2) they
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constitute a dialectical higher integration inasmuch as

they male possible± the sustained development of rational

self-consciousness by reversing counter-positions throu-h

faith and by overcoming; evil through the firmness of hope

and throu;_h the generosity of charity, and 3) they cal]. fol^th

their own development inasmuch as they give rise to an advance

of the understanding, Imo -ledge, and wisdom, by which roan

apprehends, appreciates, and applies the divine solution to

human living in all its ac_ :ects.

Considelled in their relation to man's sensitivity

and inter-subjectivity, 1) they are announced through the sir:ns

that communicate the Gospel, 2) they constitute a new psychic

integration throu`lh affective coatompla 'Won of the mystery

Of Clhri ct and its Cb.urch, and 3) they call forth their own

ds	 :rnrc^-t ^^co^a i	 x, T̂ l aas 	C', R s Oil	 C%	 lne —1'

development inasmuch as they intensikfy man's inter-subjective

t, the 	 the 	 .4^awareness o 1 the Sul f o :'ings and 	 needs of man'eind.

It is to be noted that this transff ōrration of

sensitivity and inter-subjectivity reeetrates to the physio-

logical level though the clear i n stances appear only in the

intensity of nystical experience.

To these considerations, there is to be added

the alternative of _harmony or conflict in a development that

proceeds on four levels of successive huller integration.

Finally, to the foregoing considerations that

regard any individual that has embraced God's solution, there

is to be added the consideration of the cumulative, historical

develop ment, first, of the chosen people and, then, of the

Catholic Church, both in themselves and in their role in the

unfolding of all human history and in the order of the universe.
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It may bo asl:ed in what departicnt of tholoL:y

the historical aspect of development minht be treated, and I

1i.; to sua;ect that it may possess rculiar relevance

to a treatise on the :IT7tical Body of Christ. For in any

th -,olocical treatise a di - U.:lotion may be drawn between a

matwio.1 and a formal elleimnt: the 21:Aerial eloraont is supplied

by Scritilral ama patristic texts and by domatic pronoince.lents;

the formal element, that .sn':es a treatise a treatise, consists

in the pattern of torlis and relations throula which the materials

may be embraced in a sintle, coherent view. Thuc, the formal

element in the t—eatice on grace consists in thoo.-e - is on the

sitpernatural l pad the formal eloaent in the treatise on the

Blessed Trinit.7 coasiots in theorems On tile notion,: of Procession,

relation, and Lm-son.

C,./1161

Tor while the Scriptural, patristic, and

doultic materials for a treatise on the :ystical Body have

been assembled, I wel]d incline to the opinion that its formal

element regains lar:orapJete as long as it fails to draw upon

a theory of hi story. It was at the fulness of time that

there came into he world the Licht of the world. It was the

advent not only of the lifat that Cirects but also of the

Grace that riesL oa vill and:eo(7. performance. It was the

advent of a It_ht anal a t2race to be propagated, not only

through the inner mystery of individual conversion, but also

throigh the attcr channels of human communication. If its

principal function uas to carry the seeds of eternal life,

still it conJ1 not bear its fruits without effecting a

transfiguration of hu=m living and, in turn, that transfiguration

contains the a olution not n3y to nan l s in ividual but also to
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0

col:! octive responsibility, a nr, by a deep and widespreadd i:?t'ereSt

his social pro Clem of gOtaii4 evil. So it is that the Pauline

thesis of the floral impot:r nce of Jew and Gentile alike was

due to be corar1eni anted by flae tiuCustinian analysis of history

in terms of the city of God and the city of this world, So

, o_-‘s(N,: , 	'y118- .` { ; , _ ' f-Va'lva i22/i1 'i^^

pow

^otir to t	 Hecelia,n theory of lz'_st ory as the unt'oldin^,;\

ōuio.iltic,ithceoi'i.eo ō f hi

.J.

sr

it is that the profound and penetr:.tin,; influence of liberal,

lteGelian, Mkarxi:t, and romantic theories of history have been
firmer

net by a P144441a affirmation  of the or ' anic structIlre and

functions of the Church, by a long series of social encyclicals,

by calls to Catholic action, by a fuTler advertence to

in the doctr'ne of the =iystical 3ody. So too it may be that

the contemporary cri is of huna.n living and human values

demanr.s of the trz theolo ūian, in addition to Vp.t,treatises

orb the uni-ue and to tr oatises on the universal common to

n^.ny1^t-t-emny instances, a treatise on the concrete universal

that is nta nLind in the concrete and cumulative consequences .

of the acce%tance or rejection of the message of the Gospel.

^

to the lib .ral theory .dr hi s Lory as  ir_ svi taVle :^i;o `ress,

19



And as the remote possibility of thought on the concrete

universal lies in the ill^ iht that grasps the intelligible

in the sensible, so it -ero::hate possibility resides in a

theory of develormient that can envisage not only natirral

and intelli; ent proc_°ess but alsor,lEtt:ti*e_Nae sinful decline,

and not only progress and decline but also cupernatu i al

recovery.

We have been as1^_ing whether our essay in aid

of the personal ap ropriaLloa of oae l s own rational self-

consciousness nay possOS.°., any significance for theology, and

we have been listing a number of pot:;.:itial, though remote,

coiltri b1.1'i,ions to apologetic 2.n0. to the :aF t':]od of ti1 .ology.

But there remains a third topic, for t11:O10gy is a C;co' .112ted

traditionally re;'in? B C i ' i i,? ^.'LLII, ^•11'. the relation of theology

to other sciences is 2;il",t t°1'' of '_lor ^' than apologetic interest.

Co;:l : ilon l.y it is recor;n .i , ed that St. Thomas

Aquinas wO.AZtArAebki toolz over the Aristotelian s,*i1thec . is of

Tphilo- • o_;izy and science to co..:sJ(,rl.7ct the larger Christian vii.w

that inc ludes theology- , But it is,	 rh^.ps, less co:n:aonly

o. -opreci , .ted t':.at the de7 - to1:}:ient of er.ipirical, human sciences

has created a fli .11:ir:rentall_y 1ie'.r Problem. For these sciences

consider man ia hi su concrete nerfo?-•:lance, and that -oerforllance

is a manifestation not only of ilu:.'1a11 n:-'.tu:c°e but also of human

sin, 110'0 only of nature mg sin '.pll 'i, also of a d: facto need

of divine grace, not only of a need of grace but also of its

reception and of its L.cceTtanc e or rejection. It follows that

an elIl pirJ.cal human scielice cannot analyse successfully the

elements in i: s object :rrithout an asiseal  to theology. Inversely,

it follows that if t'n7oa  o ,1 is to be queen of the sciences, not

only by right but also in fact, th ::;n tlieolo;;ians have to tal>e

0
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a professional inte:rest 3n the i-luiaan sciences and r1l^.,7:.e a positive

collti''i llLt'•ioil to their ?1^'';i10 .7GlO:;,jj'• Finally, in so far as

WI/03W pliilosop,ayitcels.' ^eeories e:.Isteiiti^,list, it stands

in the sane relation_n t o t^i.--o.^o^fy	 '•'^ -	 _ _	 ,^	 ,	 r	 r^.s ^.,^, t.r^psr^ca,1 aunc:n sciences.

Now it is t,iis problem  the. t in a 1a-^,;e 1110^ sure

has dictated the strl.tctu.re or the ,Orsent work. For the

Catholic thinker 11^_ s to 11c et a twofold e:.4 lilce. On the one hand,

he believes Chri17;t to -be t -he ^icn of contradiction and he accepts

'/ •' ~t' s st^.te::,^it that 11e that i^ not :'tith r:le i" against  ^^leChrist's	 ie	 l,	 J	 r, 

and he that y.t'i ,oreth net sco,ttereth; and from this bolt of a_=d

acceptance it follows that  tLleology has a universal reThva -nce.

Yet on the Otiiel' ila.ini,	 ;:iu.:st also acl=?1C wlCc' e that by the

natural licht of human rea.sosi man can know with certitude -the

existence of God; and fron t-his a eknoti'alecice•_.iont it follows

'	 ir^.^:;^ ^l_ :. ^ can	,. 	 ^.that there can a ?1,! do e.>iUt ir^, c ^:^_^•,_:;^:i^ L ^^_^u 	 ^	 ,	 c;

reach valid conc lu^io;.zs	 of t"oir own resources.

z
eil v,, . ii1ae:pa11Cl.exice of other fields and to thE' lUii',ZOI"•sil

/
r; lov;:.rice of thkD o1ocy	 our first eighteen cile. ^: t i^s oll17_ttect

raaiit1. of CTod i6,11 c ^, .^l o to Cr -c ō? is ^^, ;.o:: ;vela /

(explicit ^	 ^
^ 	at tilni''L t^'' o ī St.

It .1as to ;i1- e concrote e__pression to the

sincerity of Ca,tilolic tilo_i0°t in affirming the essential

inuopeil;laace of	 f ields tīlat our first ei ^;1tee>Z ch^.",'ters

were written solely in thE 1::..iE ilt of human intolli ence and

reasonableness and without any- presuppos ition of God's

existence, without any ^,j? -:JO.^.1 to the atit:.l0i.'ity of the Church,

and without any e:cplici^•^ -J.e fei=ence to the genius o f St, Tho:=ias

Aquinas. At tic ;-.a;ue tine, our first ei4liteen cha pters were ei

r c	 j^_.^ ss; on oo^^^o s
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followed by a nineteenth and twentieth that revealed, the

ine7itability with which -t'a aff i rmation of God and the search

of inte12ect for faith 2olIam arise out!fa sincere accoatance

of scientific presupositions and nrecepts.

In other words, it is the inner dynamism of

inquiry that provides the reconciliation, both com -aetely

seneral and completely concrete, of the independence of other

fields and of the universal relevance of theolocy. In

other fields alone are cemetent to answ ,-J1, thir proper questions.

In fact, non in other fields do not triumph o7er the various

typos of bias, to which polymorphic huaan consciousness is

subject, unless they raise and a:aswer successfully the furner

questions that belons to ever further fields. 1.t.o.0417440ea#

oiea,c0t*F&W So it is that against the bias of the subject

there can be set the empansive dynamism of the object. So it

is that we have endeavored to promote the fruitful inter-action

of subject and object by i1Lvitinf7 subjects to a Personal

p avoropriation of their own ratio al self-consciousness.

, 	 ..—"---n
,	 _--	 .	 .

aith. ard- -r.roceed to-l'fork out a thoolozy-,' not in-t'lle si::teenth , - -.	 ,	 , 

one cou.H.o....,:orec:up•,:ose 	 v2-1.u.ity Liman r ..sOn
.„,

—,a,--141-e:tlestlyln-au4

And if we began from the minimal contemt of the meaning of

the mTae, insiht, if we were portentously slow in advancinG to

a motal:hysics even of proportionate being, it is not to be

forrotten that we do not live in the Aodieval period, in

which a thirlker could presuppose his faith and proceed to

the develop:lent of theology, nor in the sixteenth century,

in which he could presupT:ese the validity of human reason

and -oroceod to develop a intlosohy but, to employ Prof.

L' Çs

(4 C
	 o)
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Sorok3.n t s phrase, ,'re live in the inic st of a sensate culture,
very many

ir_ a'iich non, iii so far as th7.y ac :no rledce any u_ecernony of

r;i _e t'h i r r al let_:iance not a to a divine revelation,

nor to a t= -icolo j,y, nor to a pimilosohy, nor even to an

intellectualist science, +gut to science 1. terpre-•Le(a in a

positivi tic and pra;c.iatic fashion. Indeed, even  ; :ere this

attitude not so prevalent, even were 9 of Enli_ sh readers

not only devout Catholics but also convinced Thornists, the

parable of the lost sheep wo-,ld ret- .in its si tna . :_?-cance and its

r olevanco.

1^eI.,116.iF2ceY'' ; , ._'rrqj^i^? ^.̂ v^'^^"^^
	) 	 ^	 ' 	-

1 	,,,%
o3;nt.'ti^at advances to•.r^^^

,
is f.^.it^ =id the

. -	 .	 .,r.,;.	 / ^, .

.^iy^,^ uia ,^re a ^.o^^e d ^̂ ;' o^ r: ,iina.'1 vie^^r!:oi:^t o^` -:	 Vine t^l.ēol^ ,̂ î.n.

	^^^t 	.,^^ L	 ^,

ion that  ^, a'_ ,!i ^ :. : ^i.+̂ 3î r^.^?"! t,^- t'Jit'LCL 1^: 1:@ 'i,..,I=elR.D?`r1A3^

In this opilo cue , however, in which we have

shifted from the niovi nc viewpoint that advances to :9a rds faith

and theolo`;y and have ado:ted the terminal viewpc int of

the theolo(_;ian, perhaps the followin j su t}vestiors may be made.

First, thsolocy possesses a twofold relevance

to er pirical huaan science. On the one hand, it is relevant

to the scientist as a scientist, ina .:niuch as the untrammeled

unf oldinG of lmis detached, disinterested, and ' u 'e stricted

desire to unclerstandtx his own field correctly is open to

a variety of interferences that ultimately can be surmounted

only by acce_tinc the ultiri.te implications of the unrestricted

desire. On t'le other hand, it is relevant to the possibility

1
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of a correct i ::terpretation of the results of empirical hu_lan

science. For '	 _ _	 lot us su -;posesome such science

to be so hi`hly de"; eloped that it has ascertained the classical

laws that hold ^ Z stases of hu .an develo_"ent, the Genetic

operators that re7_ .te successive stases, the dialectical analysis

that envi:ands, -se sets of conseruo ces followinG

respectively on reaso_a -blo and tiarea,sonalae hu plan choices,

and the statistical laws that indicate the probable frequencies

of both types of choice. Still such human science would o_: 'er,

not an adequate understanl" . inC of its proper aspect of human

activity, but only the measure of understanding pos-ible from

the scientific v; . o,ipoint. For an af .ec c to undo " sta:.Ling

reveals the manner in which Juan can remedy the evil in his

situation. But the solution to man's problem of evil has

been seen to lie, not in a human initiative, but in an acceptance

of the solution that God has provided; and while empirical human

science can lead on to the further context of the solution,

the 	 treatment of the solution itself is theoloc.ical.

In a word, empirical human science can become practical only

throuGil theoloGy, and the r'e lentles m modern drift to social

enGineerinG and totalitarian controls is the fruit of Ulan's

7	 effort to mai_e human science Practical thou;h he rxae^
prescinds from God and from the solution God provides for

man' s eroblem.

my second sut;sestion is the obverse of the

first. Grace perfects nature both in the sense that it adds

a perfection beyond nature and in the sense that it confers

on nature the effective freedom to attain its own perfection.

But Grace is not a substitute to nature, and theology is not

a substitute for empirical human science. It is a fuller

24
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viewpoint that both reinforces the sciontista l s detached,

  ^ r,1-^,^	 C 	n tii	 know and reveals t hedisinterested,  u•_Z eU ^. _c d d. Ūi e to l.::orr a_^^ r.	 _

concrete possibility o f' izhtnl , 3_,ent and re^.^o - able - olutions

to llu -A^.n problems. Still this possibility, revealed by

thcolo`y, is not intrinsi c but ent.°insic. It is not the

theolocian, operating In _his o'n field, that r- aches the

accumulation of insiL;hts to be formulated in the classical

laws and gea,etic operators constitutive of a thooretics,l

science of pliysioloLy or psychology, of economics or sociology.

Nor at;^.in is it the thc,ol ocic,n that would add to t'__̂ -itet----,cy

such theory the enumeration of the dialectical alternatives

it offers or the ioro ba.ble freq -uencie s with which different

alternatives would in fact be chosen. l'or c le^.rly can the

theolocian supply the know-how o f the technician, the ai>.a,lyst,

the economic consultant , or thy) social workor. Yet if the

theolocic.n cannot conts^ilI.tte	 ei ther to the ^.ust:,..sct

theory or to the concrete  relevance or to the awareness of

the material circu7ist.ucc•s of empirical i1i.L'rl^.n science, it

does not follow that ha.s ir_flu mce is not of narauo rnt

importance. For i1r.sxrucli as h e 1>noT,rs that the detached,

disinterested, unres trfi ct ed de sire to know is a key instance

of the universal law ti y.t or.lnia Dom ",rY_etu?lt, he is in a

position not only to e_acc•t,r_-.ce scientists to complete fidelity

^:	 i	 !^^	 to t	 .i,	 n the ,^ l ^^^.in tih j..l' C^^11'L^.:.^ but aaso ^0 t, ;;! '.^:'11 110h?-sci ;'!? ^.i:^to i.^t_^ ill^,il

1 i..i	 .^..	 _ ^^^'C.'^^? ^.....^1^'S'^"[-- """'rf^ ^'^•`.r^r

cizy,^r^w-C 1 ' s- 	•^l,	 _^ ._._^ ^ ^..

%^(^_`i-il'^ ^^—C^'t-e ēri.^'e'b"'"^,	 •

1, r, 1.rn
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office of the scientific spirit; and in this fashion he

can hope not only to promote scion tific willinLnesc to unCiertake

funda, ::ental research but also to m i ti.c te the pressures tLat

are exerted icy s ,.: called Practicality and that ever see::

to turn scientists away from t1 it pi,oler tasks and to

direct their onorcics to projects

Ji with a si ;nificance that, because it is minims-.l,

easily is understood. Again, though the thoolocian ā oc s = of

carry out the ;precepts of classical, genetic, dialectical,

and statistical aothod in empirical human science, he can
ceases

hasten the day when adherence to counter-positicns eleoesato

block scientific ap rehcnsi on and appreciation of those

methods. Ka less than th'.) physicists, the :iu r:.n scientist

has to learn the inadequacy of rnecha_ii st deter: inism. To

loss than the biologists, he has to forriulate a Senootic method

based on universallyvalid principles. Above all, he '._as to

make the discovery that the guinea pigs of his theories road

his theories and exploit his hno;'rled e to cir•c1) 1vent what t _ey

dislike in his conclusions and predictions; and so4 needs a

dialectical method that it take into account the variable

of more or less enligh':,oned and reasonable choice. Finally,

once an empirical human science is developed sufficiently to

be relevant to practical a i:.plica tions, there arises the supreme

dancer that the scientist will despair of human iatelJi-

cence and reasonableness and will 	 ambition the role

of consultant in the policy-:iai - inG of the over more paternalistic

state. Then it is that the tineologis.n needs the alliance of

fully enligh tened scientists. For the drift to totalitarianism

can be stop, red only± In the ensure that human scientists work

out inteJ_7.i et a : l reasonable solutions to human problems and
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theologians succeed_ in convincing hard—headed, practical
on the one hand,

men that by God's grace intelli :eat .nal. reasonable  solutions
that

can work and, on time other hand, tie desr_rtion of intelligent

and reasonable solutions for tt roaL i.rt" ?)olicies is the operative

principle in. the break-down algid the d 1r togration of clviliza.ti_ons.
I would

In conclusion,	 a;.da that I believe this

-work to contribute to the program, vetiera, novis aw7ere et 

perficere, initiated by the encyclical,. keterni Pa.tris, of

His Holiness, Pope Leo XIII.

Souse d ' eizt  y oers have elapsed since

scholars began to apply the imthods of hi storical research

to the products of medieval thoutjat. Zheir labors have given

us texts. They have informed us about sources and chronology.

They have supplied a stream of monographs upon doctrinal issues.

Above all, they have created a climate of opinion that has

made it increasingly difficult to substitute rhetoric for

history, fancy for fact, abstract argur_iont for textual evidence_

But however indi spens ab1 e& this work, it is

in vain unless it i compioniented by a further labor. To

penetrate to the mind of a 'medieval tilinizzer is to go beyond his

words and phrases, It is to effect an ' . 	 advance in

depth that is proportionate to the broadening influence of
mu.	 .ur`r+-

histoAcc.1 research. It is to ::rasp questionse.s ^ iba
/
, grasi. ,ed,

tllitt4 It is to tale the Opera Omnia_ of such a writer as St.

Thomas Aouinas and to follow t:a...ouch successive worlds the

variations and developments of his vievas. It is to study the

concomitance of such variations and de crelopments and to arrive

at a grasp of their motives and causes. It is to discover foT

oneself that the Intellect of Aqui.ne_s, more rapidly on some
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points, more slowly on others, reached a position of dynamic

ec!uili'Prium without ever ceasing to drive towards fuller and

more nuanced synthesis, without ever halting complacently in

some finished mental edifice, as though his mind had become

dull, or his brain e:rhausted, or his, judgment had lapsed

into the error of those that forget man to be potency in the

realm of intelligence.

Nor is this labor of penetration enoui, for

I have tried it. After spe?iding years reaching up to the

PCI6I/'6!	 a i ' ' i . 0 'C x0011- Y? Ē 	 alt`1. P,

e tiro, ^^n^,T^end e^ .:

mind of Aquinas, I came to a twofold conclusion. On the

one hand, that reaching had chanced 4e profoundly. On the

.''
oe xmadied detached from the roundabouta.rl 1e hy effo^

Ōf h i ; torica.l study. So it is that my:t detiled A^ 1
,'	 f'	 '/

if6'estl a.tio^.s of the thoū^.lt of Anuz^ns on Gra:^ti'^. 0->>ora..	 ,

and on th% Verbum have been foll4fi;ēd by tl:.e; breseilt

in ai^
.

 of personales•,o?	 y^_^al arol^rin ,tion of one 's orr -n rat^ōnal,	 •

elf-conscicusness. As . that personal a+^i^ropriwtior_ is-
, ,

one:' ā understand
.` 	/

so i.t
,

 is ^^ci 'less f,^ēcesso y
^ /

1Lj^V '.^^ V l^ V^i ^ i^ V^~ n ui } - a 8 .

other hand, that chan;e was the essential benefit. For

not only did. it make me capable of grasping what, 11A--w4-

in the lilt of my conclusions, the vetera really were,

but also it opened challenging vistas on what the nova

could. be .

lece .nary if one is to male one's own

c nd affirmation of any C9,ctrine,

' --	 -t0 r;'^10 oue	
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So it is that my detailed investigations of

the thoucht of Aquinas on Gratia OPerans and on the Vertu 

have been followed by the present essay ir. aid of a personla

appropriation of one s s own ratio:nal self-consciousness.

d.	 t, 	•

No doubt, it would be better if I could satisfy in a sincle

work both those that want s.l.p!sokL;a4A auLdant ouotations From

St. Thomas and those that want an ino2endently elaborated,

system of thought. But perhaps I ks :..1.)5: shall be excused by

„r	 li)zit--.66.6aelet2aonenItlaf_riht-t,lattv-tergin,"
enough

those tli -A enjoy til.sA on -)rgy to reada/rboth my ilisto.ical stuldos

and, the pro sent book for they, I th'n1 -_, will agree that oltiler

task by itself is sufficiently difficult and complex.

a.
In the Introuction I stated

A
Ve!,^ program.

not only ;gal you
Thoroughly unclerstaad what it is to unforstand, andArm
ILN?1. understand the broad lines of all there is to be understood

but also you will possess a fixed base, an invariant 40A -torn,

opening upon all further developments of unde - standing.

t:_ora-ape 	 et7.7.t*,t4a-e-ter

/7inylc:ats that colapleme.lt and correct -revious hnoledlge

without ch-,a Inc its ev,e

t.	 1

//

ion to' the

(17*-_,77717„-eCtl •-07	 sir
/

If /may e .,17-,0 by awlyIng t4.asse/i	 /,/	 ,
won:la/Say that 33 in the scien6es so too in the interi:reta'Ion.

Pwit.Pfr,

,f Aouinas there ar., OVOP imcsible f-rt'o'," illsichts that
%A

_ _ -
l

'
e 'rich ,rotious 1: -/o .wl edscAritinout ,:" chan ing its es ential

Z	 7
s urudri i.re" --.- Yet to Jrasp t,..v.--, u s uructitrY-1-3—ttro-key --betla-sto

Present issue,
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	o it is that,throw:h a	 rsenal a - F. - opriati	 ts o' 1,	 ,--	 ,--	 .--',--	 „---	 ---
r tiona1.belf-con4e1ousness o;;AO can ..c.ach a L:rtsp bo+,..

t lc: milid of Acruirias and.	,,,,..; - .1.1:.or -.1.1 -.., -,;1 -.1c.h his L.,	 iii.e CF.

LiaCLe	 i].c.blo to th.,-; tiaop. ,..h.t of a lc.,..ter aay	 / ,	 ,,-	 ...

laind of'Acluin7;;,a-i' And If . ore	 eds ithat, one cannot

see

If I may ond by addinc the	 esent conte:ct to that assertion,

then I would. say that it is only thoudh a IDe:osonal apropriation

of one's own rational self-consciousness that one can hope to

reach the mind of Aduinas and, once ila mind is reached,

then it is difficult not to im'cort his compellinG genius to

the problems of this later day.
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